Follow the faculty members leading your department to the ramp. ONLY FACULTY AND GRADS IN AFROAM will walk directly to the ramp from their front-row seats. All other departments will get to the ramp by walking to the back of the gym and around the side closest to Comm Coll.

A Podium. Walk along the edge of the platform. Stop next to the faculty member reading names. Put your card into his/her left hand. Continue across the front of the platform to the medal table.

B Take the medal from the faculty member in your left hand. Shake using your right hand. Continue across the front of the platform to the corner where Dean Hayes is standing.

C Shake hands with Dean Hayes using your right hand. While your hands are still clasped, step closer to her so your right shoulder is close to her left shoulder. Face the photographer for a quick shot. Turn right toward the back of the platform and walk down the ramp.

D Stand in front of the green screen holding or wearing your medal for an additional photograph. Return to a seat entering the row at the opposite end from which you left it.